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Abstract

Traffic flow analysis is essential for intelligent trans-

portation systems. In this paper, we introduce our In-

telligent Traffic Analysis Software Kit (iTASK) to tackle

three challenging problems: vehicle flow counting, vehi-

cle re-identification, and abnormal event detection. For the

first problem, we propose to real-time track vehicles mov-

ing along the desired direction in corresponding motion-

of-interests (MOIs). For the second problem, we consider

each vehicle as a document with multiple semantic words

(i.e., vehicle attributes) and transform the given problem

to classical document retrieval. For the last problem, we

propose to forward and backward refine anomaly detection

using GAN-based future prediction and backward tracking

completely stalled vehicle or sudden-change direction, re-

spectively. Experiments on the datasets of traffic flow anal-

ysis from AI City Challenge 2020 show our competitive re-

sults, namely, S1 score of 0.8297 for vehicle flow counting

in Track 1, mAP score of 0.3882 for vehicle re-identification

in Track 2, and S4 score of 0.9059 for anomaly detection in

Track 4. All data and source code are publicly available on

our project page. 1
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1. Introduction

Traffic analysis is an essential component in any AI city

worldwide. There are several problems related to traffic

analysis such as vehicle type classification [18, 35], vehi-

cle localization [13, 44] , velocity estimation [10, 14], ve-

hicle tracking [5], car fluent recognition [20], vehicle re-

identification [1, 22, 32], or abnormal event detection [19,

30, 46]. In this paper, we focus on three challenging prob-

lems in the real world presented in AI City Challenge 2020,

namely vehicle flow counting, vehicle re-identification, and

anomaly detection.

We propose an Intelligent Traffic Analysis Software Kit

(iTASK) to tackle these three problems:

• Real-time vehicle flow counting: we propose to repre-

sent each motion-of-interest (MOI) as a corresponding

non-overlapped region-of-interest (ROI) to track vehi-

cles moving along the desired direction. These non-

overlapped ROIs are selected so as to reduce the possi-

bility to (1) lose tracking a vehicle and (2) be confused

between nearby MOIs.

• Vehicle re-identification: we propose to restate the re-

identification problem into the document retrieval with

bags of vehicle attributes. We define multiple vehicle

attribute analyzers for scene text, logos, wheel types,

view types, front and rear light types. An image of a

vehicle is now represented as a document with multi-

ple semantic words; each corresponds to a vehicle at-

tribute.



• Anomaly detection: We propose forward and back-

ward refinements for anomaly event detection. For

forward prediction, we use UNet GAN to generate a

future frame from the current frame and its accumula-

tive motion-blend data, then check the generated frame

against the real next frame to see if there is a significant

difference between them. For backward tracking, we

track a detected stalled vehicle to refine the moment

when it begins to stop completely or begins to move in

a sudden-change direction.

We achieve promising results on AI City Challenge

2020. In track 1 for vehicle flow counting, we achieve the

S1 score of 0.8297, the 10th place out of 18 team submis-

sion. In Track 2 for vehicle re-identification, we achieve

0.3882 on mAP, the 26th place out of 41 team submissions.

In Track 3 for anomaly detection, we take the 5th place out

of 13 team submissions with F1 score of 0.9421 and RMSE

of 11.2556.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion 2, we briefly review related work. We then present our

solutions for real-time vehicle flow detection and counting,

vehicle re-identification with attribute sets, and anomaly

event detection and refinement in Section 3, 4, and 5, re-

spectively. Experimental resutls on Track 1, 2, and 4 of

AI City Challenge 2020 are then reported and discussed in

Section 6. Finally, Section 7 draws the conclusion.

2. Related Work

AI City Challenge [25, 26, 39] in recent years has pro-

moted many challenging problems of traffic video analy-

sis such as vehicle counting, velocity estimation, behavior

analysis, vehicle re-identification, and anomaly detection.

Here, we briefly review the tasks of vehicle flow counting,

vehicle re-identification, and anomaly detection.

Different from traditional vehicle counting, which is old

fashion and identifies vehicles based on only their appear-

ance, vehicle flow counting is a new problem. Vehicles are

identified based on their movements, including flow and di-

rection of motion. Therefore, techniques of object detection

and object tracking are combined to solve the problem. Sev-

eral techniques, such as multiple adaptive detectors [40, 28],

scanline based on landmarks [40], graph matching [45], and

geometric calibration based estimation [33] have been uti-

lized and achieved the high performance.

Vehicle re-identification is a challenging problem that at-

tracts research communities recently. Different from per-

son re-identification, in which a person can be identified by

his/her appearance, vehicle re-identification is more chal-

lenging as vehicles’ appearance are usually nearly similar,

especially for same-brand vehicles. To re-identify vehicles,

triplet loss based deep learning metrics [38, 49, 21, 11, 15,

36, 4] are popularly applied to learn vehicle feature repre-

sentation. Besides, spatial verification [28] and metadata

distance [12] are used as post-processing to re-rank results

from deep metric embedding networks.

Traffic anomaly detection is drawing attention from the

research community [30, 34]. Several methods have been

proposed to detect anomaly in traffic cameras effectively,

such as GAN-based future prediction to capture contex-

tual motion [27], background modeling techniques to elim-

inate moving vehicles based on average image [46, 28] and

deep network [23], anomaly detection based on velocity es-

timation [46] and vehicle trajectories [48], attention-based

model [17], and motion mask region [42].

3. Vehicle Flow Counting with Refined Motion-

specific Region-of-Interest

3.1. Overview

The objective of vehicle flow counting is to determine

the number of vehicles in each vehicle type moving in

some specific motion-of-interest (MOI) in a global region-

of-interest (ROI) in a traffic video from a fixed camera.

Figure 1 illustrates the overview of our proposed solu-

tion for realtime vehicle flow counting. Our pipeline com-

prises three main phases. First, we define a collection of

adaptive vehicle detectors to handle different detection con-

texts, such as day or night environments, regular or tiny in-

stances, etc. Second, we use expanded IoU to track vehicle

instances across frames with a step-size k frames to reduce

computational cost while maintaining acceptable accuracy.

Last, based on the given motion-of-interest (MOI), we de-

fine multiple reliable motion-specific region-of-interest (m-

ROIs) to efficiently track and count vehicles in each flow

and to reduce the possibility of confusion between vehicles

in similar motion flows.

We employ the adaptive vehicle detector scheme [40] to

train detectors for two main classes: car and truck. We

randomly select 1000 frames from different video clips in

Track 1 of AI City Challenge 2020 for vehicle annotation

and train various detectors for two main classes: vehicle

Figure 1. Overview of real-time vehicle flow counting task.



and truck. We use CenterNet [6] and alternatively switch

between multiple backbones, including ResNet-34, ResNet-

50, ResNet-101 [7], and DLA-34 [47], to evaluate both ac-

curacy and computational efficiency of our detectors. We

also consider tiny vehicle detectors [40] to handle vehicles

that are far away from the traffic camera. However, thanks

to the reliable m-ROIs (presented in Section 3.2), we can

ignore tiny vehicle instances when counting vehicles.

To quickly associate vehicles across frames, we employ a

simple yet efficient tracking method based on IoU (see Fig-

ure 2). To reduce processing time, we detect and track ve-

hicles across frames with a skip-frame strategy. We define

nstep as the interval between two consecutive frames that

we process (nstep = 1, 2, 3, etc). As we do not process all

frames, the bounding boxes of the same vehicle in two con-

secutive processed frames may not be overlapped enough

comparing to considering all frames, especially when the

vehicle moves fast. Thus, we propose to expand the bound-

ing boxes of detected vehicles to match its bounding boxed

across selected frames. Through experiments, we decide to

use nstep = 2, which means that we can drop 50% frames

and reduce half processing time while maintaining accept-

able accuracy.

3.2. Motionspecific RegionofInterest for Reliable
Vehicle Tracking and Counting

One essential task in our proposed solution is to define

a collection of motion-specific ROIs (m-ROIs); each corre-

sponds to a given motion-of-interest (MOI). Figure 2 illus-

trates the process of creating a good set of m-ROIs from

a given set of MOIs. We first extract the initial raw m-

ROIs based on the annotated screenshot of each video given

by organizers. An initial m-ROI can be determined as the

whole area that can be crossed by a vehicle moving along

the corresponding MOI. Our manually extracted m-ROI are

processed into binary masks for each motion flow and can

be overlapped with each other.

The set of raw m-ROIs extracted above, however, is not

guaranteed to be a good choice for vehicle tracking and

counting in each motion flow. Therefore, we define the two

main criteria to refine for a good set of m-ROIs as follows:

• Minimize obstacles for vehicle tracking in an m-ROI,

such as shadow or occlusion by traffic signs or trees.

In Figure 2, the m-ROI3 should avoid the area covered

with trees after a vehicle turns right as it would easily

lose track of vehicles at this area.

• Maximize the separation between different m-ROIs to

reduce the possibility of confusing vehicles in different

motion flows. In Figure 2, the m-ROI2 (green) and m-

ROI3 (purple) should avoid going too close together to

prevent possible confusion.

After defining a good set of MOIs for each camera lo-

cation, we can now count vehicles moving along a specific

Refined Motion-specific ROIs (mROIs)Occlusion for tracking

Raw Motion-specific ROIs (mROIs)

mROI

Refinement

Define

initial 

mROIs

Figure 2. From motion-of-interest (MOI) to motion-specific ROI

(m-ROI).

MOI. To determine which motion flow a vehicle is follow-

ing, we exploit the two main properties of a motion-of-

intest: its direction and refined m-ROI. The direction of a

MOI is represented as a sequence of points along the motion

direction. Both densely appearing attributes and directional

information of vector points are valuable for determining

the motion of objects. To reduce the impact of losing vehi-

cle tracking, we determine the vehicle belonging to a mo-

tion flow by first counting the number of times it is in the

refined m-ROI, then further verifying its trajectory against

the motion direction.

We use two strategies to assign a vehicle to a specific

region of a motion-of-interest. Our first strategy is based

on the projected center of the bounding box on all binary

masks of m-ROIs. By densely sliding through multiple m-

ROIs, we can attach each detected object with the MOI that

has the most occurrence of object’ center points on its mask

region m-ROI (see Figure 3.2).

Our second solution to find the m-ROI to which each ve-

hicle belongs is to consider the path, created by connecting

the centers of bounding boxes, not as a path, but as a re-

gion (c.f. Figure 3.2). We do this by expanding the path

perpendicularly. For each extracted region and an m-ROI,

we compute the overlapped area SO, and the area within

the region but outside the m-ROI, denoted as SL. These

two values are then used to compute the “compatibility” be-

tween an extracted region and an m-ROI. More specifically,

the compatibility score is defined as SO − npenalty × SL.

We multiply SL by npenalty to penalise m-ROI that has too

much non-overlapped area with the current region. Low

compatibility scores are ignored. For each region created

from the trajectory of a vehicle, the most compatible m-ROI

is selected.

When a vehicle goes out of the region m-ROIi of the

ith specific motion flow, there can be two scenarios: the



Figure 3. Motion paths generated from the centers of vehicles.

vehicle also goes out the global region-of-interest, or it is

still moving toward the exit edge in the ROI. In the former

case, we simply increase the corresponding vehicle counter.

In the latter case, we assume that the vehicle continues to

move along the current MOIi without any anomaly event

and we can forecast the time instant when that vehicle actu-

ally leaves the global ROI based on the average time span of

all vehicles moving along that motion path MOIi to finish

the path toward the exit of the global ROI.

4. Multi-Camera Vehicle Re-Identification

with Bags of Vehicle Attributes

4.1. Overview

Given two set of vehicle images: Query set Q, and

gallery set G, the goal of vehicle re-identification task is

retrieving a list of images [g1, g2, ..., gk|gi ∈ G] which have

the same identity with a given query q ∈ Q. Another useful

information is each g is aligned to one and only one tracklet

T ∈ T . In our approach, we want to utilize the intra-tracklet

variability by instead of matching a query image to all im-

ages in the gallery set individually, we do it on the tracklet

level, and return belonging gallery images in order.

Our proposed solution consists of three main phases,

with a novel vehicle- attribute-based retrieval component

as illustrated in Figure 4. In the first phase, a deep met-

ric embedding network is trained to learn a function f(x)to
map an input image xi to its latent representation fi with

fi ∈ R
D, and D is the dimension of the embedded vec-

tor. Simply stated, if fi and fj belong to the same instance,

our goal is minimizing the distance Dfeat(fi, fj) between

two vector and then get the initial distance between every q

and T , called Dinit. However, despite the acceptable per-

formance in overall shapes and vehicle colors, deep metric

embedding seems to be failed to distinguish between two

vehicles base on their specific details, such as their type of

wheels, headlights, unique textures, etc. To tackle with the

mentioned problem, we proposed a set of vehicle attributes

Figure 4. Our approach for Vehicle re-identification task with three

phases.

A where Ak is an attribute with its set of possible values

AD
k that we believe is a piece of useful information for re-

identification. Given an image x, it is now represented as a

pair of (a, c) where ak ∈ AD
k , ck ∈ R are value and confi-

dent score of the kth attribute, respectively. Then, we define

function Dattrb(q, T ) to measure the similarity between at-

tributes of a query and tracklets, forming a new distance

matrix Dattr.

The final distance Drefined is calculated based on the

two mentioned matrices, follow up by some re-ranking and

result verification approaches to get the final rank list.

4.2. Initial Distance by Deep Metric Embedding

As a baseline, Triplet Net [9] is used as our main deep

metric embedding architecture with Efficient Net [37] back-

bone f(x), an input image is embedded into a 1280 dimen-

sions feature vector. Distance Dfeat is Euclidean Distance.

In addition, the Online Triplet Loss [31] with a hard margin

equal 1.0 and Batch Hard sampling [8] with p = 50 and

k = 3 is chosen. For each tracklet T , represent vector is

assigned by t = averagef(g), ∀g ∈ T , among their vec-

tor dimensions. Similarity between a query image q and T

is calculated as Dfeat(f(q), t). We also applied the work

from [50] to have the initial distance matrix Dinit with its

element di,j is the re-ranked distance between qi and Tj .

4.3. Enhancing ReIdentification with Bag of Vehi
cle’s Attribute Retrieval

Inspired by Bag of Words in natural language process-

ing, in this scenario, a tracklet consists of several images

can be treated as a paragraph contains a number of words.

To recall, we pre-defined a set of attributes A contains some

effective attributes for the re-identification problem. An as-

sociating set of attribute descriptors Φ(x) can extract the

attributes information, called a with the corresponding con-

fident score c of a given image x. Note that we do not want

to ruin Dinit, new attributes need to be qualified before be-

ing used. A set of threshold values for confident scores Λ is



Figure 5. Samples with the same value in some selected attributes

set. In test time, those attributes are detected automatically.

used to filter out weak attributes. The contribution of each

attribute to the attribute distance is weighted by a set of γ

values. Remarkably, in the previous stage, two images are

compared by their visual information, now the similarity is

measured by the two sets of reliable attributes only.

Constructing attributes set A. In this prior work, A in-

cludes: A1 : scene text (text), A2 : vehicle-type (6 classes),

A3 : fine-grain vehicle type (8 classes), A4 : wheel type

(6 classes), A5 : camera view point (7 classes), A6 : tail

light (7 classes), A7 : vehicle roof (3 classes) and A8 :
wheel similarity in low level features (R). Selected exam-

ples of A is given in Figure 5. Manual annotations for

those attributes on training set are available online for fu-

ture research. Proposing additional annotations for other

attributes, are also potential future extensions.

Attribute descriptors Φ. Noticeably, Φ is different be-

tween each attribute. For instance, scene text attribute A1 :
is obtained by using Φ1 from [2, 3], while Φ2−7 : follow a

same pipeline. With a given image, Faster-R-CNN [29] is

used to crop out all regions of interest. Each region is then

going through a simple classifier with ResNet [7] backbone.

Labels and confidence scores are returned afterward. Spec-

tacularly, since descriptors are independent, we can enhance

the robustness by stacking additional descriptors, utilizing

intermediate results of previous ones. A8 is an example.

The vehicle wheel is one of the richest attributes to dis-

tinguish between two vehicles. However, comparing to A4,

traditional approaches for embedding wheels seem to be

more effective. Φ8 is a measurement of similarity between

two patches of the wheel, using only low-level features.

Taking all cropped patches from A4, SIFT is used to con-

struct keypoint descriptors for each image, their histogram

is used as an embedding vector. With a large number of

patches, we filter out ones that have the number of keypoints

smaller than a given threshold. To make the comparison, L2

distance between two corresponding vectors can be calcu-

lated easily. Demonstrating in Figure 13, given an image,

A8 can point out a list of other images that cannot share the

same identity. The confidence score from Φ8 is calculated

base on the associating level between an image with others,

group by their associating tracklets.

Significantly, the variety of Φ is not limited to any spe-

cific categories, in this work, Φ can be an image classifier,

scene text detector with deep learning approaches, and now

it is a low-level features similarity criterion. There are also

plenty of ways we can use attribute values, they can bring

two images together (A1−7) or separating them out (A8).

Bag of vehicle’s attributes retrieval. The goal of this

step is establishing the Drefined distance matrix by using

new vehicle attributes profile for each image. Let denote

ak, ck = Φk(x) with x ∈ Q ∪ G and λk is the threshold for

the kth attributes in A. For each ak, new value is assigned

by:

ak =

{

ak if ck ≥ λk

∅ else
(1)

By using the new assigned value, suppose the kth at-

tribute of a query image qi has value aki , that value in the

jth tracklet is given by αk
j = mode[aku|xu ∈ Tj , a

k
u 6= ∅]

with mode[.] returns the value that appears most often. In

sort, the majority voting among images in the same track-

let is performed, after filtering out ∅ values. The distance

between qi and Tj is calculated by:

Dattr(qi, Tj) = −

|A|
∑

k

I(aki = αk
j ).γk (2)

where I(e) is an indicator function, I(e) = 1 if e is true, and

equal 0 otherwise. However, I(e) can be changed to become

more flexible. With scene text A1, we still allow two strings

have up to 3 different characters when matching. γk is the

weight of the kth attribute. The sign of γk depends on that

attribute aims to reduce or increase the initial distance. The

attribute distance matrix Dattr can be formed by using Eq.2

for all pairs of query images and tracklets.

4.4. Refined Distance and Finalizing

In general, Sections 4.2 and 4.3 bring us two dis-

tance matrices. Finally, the refined distance is given by

Drefined = αDinit + βDattr, where α and β are scal-

ing factors. In our experiments, they are weighted equally.

With the ith query image qi, tracklets associating with qi
is Πi = argsortDrefinned[i, :]. To create the final rank list

Ri for the ith query , we just need to return gallery images

belong to those tracklets in order: Ri = [g|g ∈ Tu, u ∈ Πi].



5. Traffic Anomaly Detection with GAN-

based Forward Prediction and Backward-

Tracking Refinement

5.1. Overview

Figure 6 illustrates the overview of our solution for traf-

fic anomaly detection with three main phases: video pre-

processing, stalled vehicle detection with multiple adaptive

detectors, and anomaly event refinement with forward and

backward strategies.

Pre-processing

Road Mask 

Segmentation

Scene Change 

Detection

Average 

Images 

Stalled Vehicle 

Detection

Day-Env 

Detector

Night-Env

Detector

Tiny Entity

Detector

Anomaly 

Refinement

GAN-based 

Forward 

Prediction

Backward

Tracing/Tracking

Figure 6. Overview of our proposed anomaly detection system.

The key idea of our work is that we aim to determine

the time instant when an anomaly event happens accurately.

However, there is no official definition for such events. In

AI City 2020 Challenge, anomaly events mainly fall into

two categories: stalled vehicles and crashes. The conven-

tion used is that in case of a stalled vehicle, the start time is

the time when it comes to a complete stop. In the case of

multiple crashes, the start time is the instant when the first

crash occurs.

After detection, we utilize two different approaches to

determine when the event actually started. Section 5.2 and

Section 5.3 describe these two approaches in detail.

Figure 7 shows an example for anomaly detection. Most

of the pre-processing techniques are adopted from our solu-

tion in AI City Challenge 2019 [28]. We first apply scene

change detection with an LBP-based approach to split the

video clip into multiple scenes in which the camera does

not change perspective significantly. For each scene, we

detect and skip frozen frames, the consecutive frames with

Motion-encoded Image

Road Mask

Road and Vehicles in Mask

Input Frames Average Image

Stalled 

Vehicle 

Detection

GAN-based 

Abnormal

Movement 

Detection

Multiple 

Anomaly 

Proposal

Merging

Anomaly 

Event 

Refinement

Figure 7. Example of anomaly detection process.

Night scene

Day scene

Tiny vehicles

Figure 8. Multiple adaptive vehicle detectors for different contexts.

nearly identical content. Such frozen frames may lead to

wrong stalled vehicle detection as a vehicle may appear for

a long period, and may not provide sufficient motion infor-

mation for the input of GAN-based future frame prediction

(see Section 5.2). Then we calculate a road mask to focus

only on regions of interest, i.e., main roads.

In [28], we use the background modeling method with

average images to remove moving vehicles. In our current

solution, this technique is used to generate two sequences of

average images targeting two objectives: to remove moving

vehicles and to encode motion information.

An average image avgi is a calculated as weighted com-

bination between the current frame framei and its previous

average image avgi−1. The defined the coefficient α to rep-

resent the contribution of the current frame framei in the

average image avgi. We use a small value (α = 0.01) , sim-

ilar to the work of Xu et.al[46], for moving object removal.

A stalled vehicle becomes visible in an average image when

it stops long enough.

The problem now is to determine when that vehicle begin

to stop. This motivates our proposal for phase 3 for anomaly

event refinement (see Section 5.2 and Section 5.3). For mo-

tion encoding, we use a larger value of α, such as 0.5, to

blend recent frames into a single motion-encoded image.

For every anomaly event, there usually exists at least

one stalled vehicle. From that observation, we mostly fo-

cus on improving stalled vehicle detection methods on low-

resolution videos. Instead of using only a single vehicle de-

tection model to handle all cases, we use multiple context-

based models with high precision to improve results on each

environment [41]. From the training set of Track 4 in AI

City Challenge 2020, we prepare data for different contexts

to train vehicle detectors (either Faster-RCNN or Centernet)

for day and night scenes, and also for tiny vehicles. Figure

8 illustrates some example images in different contexts.



5.2. GANbased Future Frame Prediction

In the case of car crashes, we note that there is usu-

ally an abrupt change in the trajectory of a vehicle before

it crashes. We aim to predict the normal trajectory by us-

ing a GAN-based method to generate the next frame, then

compare it with the actual next frame to see if any abnormal

phenomenon occurs. Thus, we use our GAN-based future

frame prediction for traffic surveillance videos [16] to gen-

erate the next frame for a given frame in a usual scenario,

and check the generated image against the real next frame

to detect a potential anomaly.

Figure 9 illustrates the overview of our proposed GAN-

based method to detect an anomaly by checking a predicted

future frame from a current frame and a motion-encoded

information against the real next frame. If the difference

is within a given threshold, we conclude that there is an

anomaly event. Another property of this method is that

it can also detect a vehicle moving abruptly, e.g., chang-

ing lane; however, this situation rarely occurs in the testing

dataset of AI City Challenge 2019 and 2020.

Motion encoding with blending: Given a frame, we

aim to generate the next frame and compare it with the

actual frame to see if any abnormal phenomenon occurs.

However, a single frame does not carry sufficient informa-

tion to deduce the motion of an object. Instead of supplying

k frames to input, we encode motion information by blend-

ing several consecutive frames into an average image, as

described in Section 5.1. As we want to preserve moving

vehicles and also their trajectory, we use a larger α = 0.5.

This results in moving vehicles, leaving blurry trails on their

path, serving as past information for motion prediction.

Loss functions in GAN training process: To train a

multiscale UNet generator for future frame prediction, we

use four loss functions,including L2 Loss (L2), Gradient

Different Loss (GDL), Adversarial loss (Adv), and Opti-

cal Flow Loss (OFL). We further enhance the quality for

the boundary areas of vehicles with Scaled Intensity Loss

(SIL), proposed in [16]. Our purpose here is to increase the

differences at the boundary of vehicles for GAN to enhance

UNet-

based

Generator

Anomaly?

Current Frame

Motion-encoded 

image

Predicted Next Frame Real Next Frame

PSNR Evaluation

Figure 9. GAN-based future frame prediction with motion-

encoded information for anomaly detection.

Frame 95Frame 93Frame 90Frame 85

Backward tracing in a fixed detected bounding box with PSNR

Figure 10. Backward tracing in a fixed detected bounding box to

determine the moment when a vehicle stops.

vehicle boundary areas.

Scoring of an anomaly event: We use the Peak Signal-

to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) [24] to calculate the likelihood of

two frames. A higher value of PSNR means the pair of

images are similar. If PSNR falls below a certain threshold,

an anomaly is likely to happen.

5.3. Backward Vehicle Tracing/Tracking

When detecting anomalies in an average image, we ob-

serve that an anomaly event has happened a few seconds

before we can discover it. This is because a stalled vehi-

cle takes time to contribute enough to the average image to

be detected. Using this idea, from the detected vehicle, we

trace back on the original frames of the video to find the ex-

act instant when the vehicle stops. We go backward in time

until the local region defined by the detected bounding box

becomes too different from the detected vehicle. Figure 10

shows an example for backward tracing of a stalled vehicle

and its previous frames. We also use a fast tracking method

[43] to backward track the trajectory of a stalled vehicle to

identify when it begins to change lane before stopping (see

Figure 14) .

6. Experimental Results

In this section, we briefly report our results on the three

datasets of Track 1, Track 2, and Track 4 in AI City Chal-

lenge 2020.

Track 1: Vehicle Flow Counting by Class

Table 1 shows the final ranking of Track 1. Our method

achieves the 10th place among 18 team submissions with

the S1 score of 0.8297. Figure 11 shows some examples of

Table 1. Ranking result on Track 1
Rank Team ID Team Name S1 Score

1 99 Everest 0.9389

2 110 CSAI 0.9346

3 92 INF 0.9292

4 60 DiDiMapVision 0.9260

5 20 6thAI 0.9236

... ... ... ...

10 80 HCMUS 0.8297

11 119 PES 0.8254

12 108 Traffic Flaw Theory 0.8138

... ... ... ...



Figure 11. Visualization of our results in Track 1.

our results. By defining disjoint motion-specific ROIs (m-

ROIs), we can improve the accuracy for counting vehicles

in different MOIs that are close to each other, especially in

intersections, and achieve the Effectiveness score of 0.8011.

By skipping 50% frames, we can speed up the processing

time and our method has the Efficiency score of 0.8477.

Track 2: Vehicle Re-identification

Table 2 shows the mAP score of our method in the ve-

hicle re-identification dataset of Track 2 in AI City Chal-

lenge. Our method achieves mAP of 0.3882 and takes the

26th place among 41 participating teams.

Table 2. Ranking result on Track 2 - Public leaderboard
Rank Team ID Team Name mAP Score

1 73 Baidu-UTS 0.8413

2 42 RuiYanAI 0.7810

3 109 DMT 0.7322

4 26 IOSB-VeRi 0.6899

5 39 BestImage 0.6684

... ... ... ...

26 80 HCMUS 0.3882

... ... ... ...

Scene text is one of our selective attributes which shows

a spectacular and explainable way to perform vehicle re-

identification challenge. Some sample results are given in

Figure 12. For buses with similar color and shape, bus

numbers are an important clue for instance re-identification.

To illustrate the fine-grained matching, we demonstrate

in Figure 13 the wheel matching result with Bag of Fea-

tures ( Green box: template patches, yellow box: candidate

patches. Red box: underqualified matching tracklets).

Figure 12. Scene text is used to match two given vehicle images.

Figure 13. Wheel matching with Bag of Features (A8).

Track 4: Anomaly Detection We obtain the 5th place

out of 13 team submissions. The final ranking of Track 4 is

showed in Table 3. In final result, we achieve F1 score of

0.9412, RMSE of 11.2556, and S4 Score of 0.9059.

Table 3. Ranking result on Track 4
Rank Team ID Team Name S3 Score

1 113 Firefly 0.9695

2 114 stu 0.9615

3 51 SIS Lab 0.9494

4 75 Albany NCCU 0.9494

5 80 HCMUS 0.9059

6 109 cet 0.6194

... ... ... ...

In row 1 of Figure 14, we illustrate the quality of a

generated frame with a real frame in a regular scenario.

This technique can be used to predict an anomaly in future

frames[16], or can be used to refine the moment an abnor-

mal event begins to occur. Our method can also backward

tracking from a stalled vehicle to find its past trajectory and

the moment when it begins to move in a sudden-changed

path (see row 2 in Figure 14).

Generated frame Real frame Difference

Trajectory of 

a crashed vehicle

Trajectory of 

a crashed vehicle

Trajectory of 

a regular turning vehicle

Figure 14. Examples for frame prediction and backward tracking.

7. Conclusion

We introduce an Intelligent Traffic Analysis Software

Kit (iTASK) to tackle challenging problems of traffic

video analysis, including vehicle flow counting, vehicle re-

identification, and anomaly detection. In 3 years participat-

ing in AI City Challenge , we gradually develop different

components for multiple traffic analysis tasks, and our li-

brary is designed as an open environment to add more al-

gorithms and components to enhance the results and also to

handle more challenging tasks.
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